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I. INTRODUCTION
In October 1992 the ARL Foreign Acquisitions Project Task Force on Chinese Materials
was formed. The charges to the Task Force included:
1) to review previous assessments of Chinese collections in U.S. and Canadian research
libraries;
2) to determine the methodology for describing and measuring Chinese research collections
at the major collections and to provide a detailed profile of collection strengths and
weaknesses at the national level;
3) to determine needs and priorities for Chinese materials;
4) to assess the impact of information technologies for improving access to Chinese
materials; and
5) to develop an action plan with specific national acquisition targets.
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The task is rather daunting, since there are no recent surveys of Chinese collections except
as part of the annual CEAL statistical study. What follows should be regarded as a
preliminary report.
Maureen Donovan contributed Sections II and V; Chi Wang Section IV.A; and Min-chih
Chou Section IV.B. Anna U devised the survey form which was sent to all Chinese
collections of over 100,000 volumes as of June 30, 1992 and a few special libraries.
Members of the Task Force are grateful to their colleagues who responded to the survey,
and especially to Weiying Wan, Eugene Wu, and Peter Zhou who commented on a draft
of this report.

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS ASSESSMENTS
Unlike Japanese collections which periodically have come up for scrutiny, Chinese
collections have not been the object of study on their own until now. However, the surveys
of East Asian collections undertaken by T. H. Tsien from the late 1950s on and which are
now continued by CEAL provide us with a very good overview of the development of
Chinese collections in North America. An in-depth analysis of this rich data will not be
undertaken here but some general observations will be made based on a cursory
examination of it.
Two tables are offered to show changes over time in growth of the collections and in the
number of serial titles being acquired. It is difficult to draw conclusions from these tables,
however, because there has been such a dramatic change in the political and social
environment over the period represented in the tables. Nonetheless they give some
indication that libraries are not making the kind of dramatic increase in purchases that
would enable them to stay abreast of the publishing boom going on now throughout the
Chinese-speaking world. When contrasted with the huge increase in number of titles issued,
these columns look rather flat, although clearly an effort is being made at many libraries to
acquire materials at a very respectable rate. (TTie three years chosen for the tables are single
years—so there can be any number of reasons why a particular library's figures rise or fall
in a given year. Therefore the tables should be used only to gain an general sense of
trends.)
Given the staff requirements needed to order, process, and catalog these materials, it may
well be that the range of acquisition rates shown in these tables is, for the most part, as
much as can be handled in a particular academic library. Therefore, any recommended
attempts to acquire a wider range of resources nationally should probably be made through
coordinated resource sharing efforts, distributing the burden among a number of institutions.
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Table 1: Chinese volumes added annually at large collections
(collections are listed in order of overall EA collection size in 1975 as in Table 5 of T. H. Tsien's survey):

Library

1974/75

1979/80

1991/92

LC
Harvard-Yenching
UC-Berkeley
Columbia
Michigan
Chicago
Princeton
Yale
Hoover
Cornell
Washington
British Columbia
Hawaii
UCLA
Wisconsin
Toronto
Arizona
Washington U
Illinois
Pittsburgh

6,801
5,689
5,548
5,675
15,456
7,416
10,189
13,515
4,454
7,431
5,344
3,666
2,274
4,409
3,090
2,350
4,169
2,722
2,400
5,723

11,491
4,693
4,943
3,023
7,008
7,896
10,358
6,116
3,692
5,240
2,504
4,877
1,474
1,969
1,000

13,021
5,373
7,083
7,406
9,576
4,828
8,603
9,947
1,995

3,940
689
9,901
1,856

7,339
5,155
4,757
9,374
2,337
8,045
3,239
607
3,700
2,923

1979/80

1987/88

1991/92

1,355
555
605
404
451
817
569
854
405
709
2,059

1,616
1,428
1,656
1,148
925
1,656
1,011
1,097
897
1,183

2,316
2,176
1,873
2,004
935
1,450
1,620
1,153
811

Table 2: Current Chinese Serial Titles
Library
LC
Harvard-Yenching
UC-Berkeley
Columbia
Michigan
Chicago
Princeton
Yale
Hoover
Cornell
Washington

1,119
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Table 2: Current Chinese Serial Titles (continued)
Library

1879/80

1987/88

1991/92

265
425
500
150
320
282
125
350
469

1,358
550
984
285
300
250
160
480
1,043

933
973
1,538
301
151
500
265
367
681

British Columbia
Hawaii
UCLA
Wisconsin
Toronto
Arizona
Washington U
Illinois
Pittsburgh
III. SURVEY SUMMARY

A questionnaire was sent to the eighteen largest Chinese collections and four special
libraries in the United States and Canada in February 1994. The response rate was good:
sixteen large collections and three special libraries (Family History Library, Institute for
Advanced Studies of World Religions, and Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art) returned the
questionnaires. However, some respondents provided fewer details than others.
It is hoped that the questionnaire will be refined and sent to more libraries, probably using
a minimum of 50,000 volumes as the criterium. This will include not only the more
established collections, but also the up-and-coming ones. It should also probably be done
as an independent project.
Whereas previous surveys emphasize statistics, the present survey allows the librarians to
describe their collections by subject areas and the trend in collection development. This
narrative approach makes it difficult to tabulate the results. Nevertheless a distinctive
picture does emerge.
1) Existing areas of strength.
As expected, all the major collections are strong in most fields of the humanities and social
sciences. Although percentages are provided by only a few respondents, it seems most
libraries are stronger in the Humanities than in the Social Sciences, especially if we regard
History as one of the Humanities. The major exceptions are the Hoover Institution, with
60.6 percent of its holdings in the Social Sciences, and the Library of Congress's Asian
Division, with equal holdings (40 percent) in the Humanities and the Social Sciences.
Ten libraries state Modern Literature (or one of its subfields, e.g., Modern Fiction) among
their strengths. Within Traditional Literature, the Ming-Ch'ing period is singled out by five
libraries. No other period is mentioned.
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Most libraries have strong History collections. Philosophy and Religion holdings are strong
in eleven libraries; and Arts and Archaeology in ten libraries. Seven libraries mention Local
Gazetteers; and five libraries Traditional Chinese Medicine/History of Science.
Among the Social Sciences, the following subjects are mentioned most often: Economics (9),
Politics and Law (5), Sociology (3) and Education (3).
No library indicates that it will abandon its areas of strength.
2) Emerging needs and perceived deficiencies.
Some areas of weakness are planned. For example, with the exception of the Library of
Congress, all libraries claim weakness in Science and Technology because there is simply
no program need. Obviously, nothing can or should be done until there is a change in
collection policy.
The other common reason cited for weakness is "insufficient funding." Two libraries are
specific in mentioning this for their respective weakness in "archival reproductions, and
pre-1949 periodicals and newspapers" and "serials".
As a "write-in" reason, five libraries put down "lack of channels to obtain materials" or
similar statements. Perhaps this is an area we can try to improve. Other reasons cited are:
"lack of staffing and space," and "consortial arrangement."
Changes of collection development policy usually take place because of emerging needs.
Below is a list of emerging needs mentioned by the major collections. Omitted are some
new programs mentioned by a single library which are well represented in most places, e.g.,
Traditional Literature, Philosophy, and Arts.
Women's Studies (3)
Education (2)
Business and Economic Development (2)
Chinese Rural Economy.
Statistical Materials in Economics and Demography.
Strategic Studies.
Contemporary Chinese Studies.
Contemporary Society.
Community and Regional Planning.
Russia/Japan/China Interaction.
Popular Religion and Culture.
Public Health (including Environmental Studies)
Military Science.
Traditional Chinese Medicine.
Chinese Architecture.
Contemporary Literature.
Current Fiction.
Comparative Literature.
Motion Pictures.
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The following areas are identified as in need of strengthening. They are arranged in
descending order of the size of the responding libraries and by special type of materials.
1. SUBJECT AREAS
Science and technology.
Economy.
History - archival materials that are being made available in microfilm in PRC.
Military affairs.
Textbooks.
Modern PRC and ROC literature, esp. 1975-1985.
Humanities and social science monographs from PRC, 1975-1985.
Chinese language and grammar.
Classical literature.
Economic history.
Social sciences, especially on the modern period.
Social sciences, particularly business/economics.
Arts.
Contemporary Chinese literature.
Contemporary Chinese urban and rural economy.
Politics and government, esp. current development.
Modern history, especially since 1949.
2. PERIODICALS
Pre-1949 local publications.
PRC neibu publications.
Humanities and social science periodicals from PRC, 1975-1985.
3. NEWSPAPERS
Pre-1949 provincial publications.
Post-1949 PRC local newspapers below the provincial level.
4. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
Mainly those from PRC.
5. OTHERS
Ephemeral or grey literature.
PRC neibu materials.
Audio and visual materials. (2)
Reprint series.
* The areas in need of strengthening are reported by individual libraries. Consequently,
there is some overlapping with existing areas of strength. Nevertheless, just the fact that one
of the eighteen largest Chinese collections identified "classical literature" as an area in need
of strengthening is of considerable interest. Varying terms may have been used for similar,
if not identical, topics, e.g. "modern PRC and ROC literature" and "contemporary Chinese
literature."
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3) Electronic resources.
All the respondents, except the Family History Library, have access to either RLIN or
OCLC. Some have access to both. Most also list their institutions' own online catalog.
Only three libraries mention access to ROC, Hong Kong, and Singapore library OPACs over
Internet. This is probably an oversight or lack of awareness of the capability of gopher,
World-Wide Web, etc. (Proper software will be required to display the Chinese characters.)
Although these foreign catalogs may not be of much help to our catalogers, they are useful
to the book selectors and reference librarians.
The University of Washington Library is the only place with a sizable collection of local
databases: over thirty titles including the 25 Dynastic Histories, the Thirteen Classics, Wen
hsin tiao lung, and a number of sutras. Other libraries also have (or will have) the 25
Dynastic Histories (2), Who's Who of PRC Leaders (Chinese-English), and Chinese
Educational Information Database. In their wish list, people mention the Hung lou meng,
Chinese Tripitaka, Ming Ch'ing Archives, Chinese Dissertation Index, and CD-ROM
Chinese Dictionary.
4) Co-operative arrangements.
For resource-sharing, most libraries list ILL. Among the consortia mentioned are RLG
(Research Libraries Group), Center for Research Libraries, East Coast Consortium
(Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, New York Public Library, Princeton and Yale), CIC
(Committee on Institutional Cooperation—Chicago and the "Big Ten" [Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, etc.]), UBC/ Washington, UC-Berkeley/Stanford,
USC/UCLA, and some statewide consortia such as the Michigan Research Library Network.
Significantly, only four major collections regard themselves as somewhat dependent on ILL.
One is more than 75 percent dependent for science, technology and medicine; another, 50
to 75 percent for regional PRC serials; and the third 25 percent for Chinese rural economy,
demography (statistics), contemporary Chinese literature, politics and society in
contemporary China, modern China, and economy of modern China. (The fourth collection
does not specify.)
At least two libraries provide travel grants to scholars who use their Chinese collections.
The only significant cooperative acquisitions are done on the two coasts: by the East Coast
Consortium and the UC-Berkeley/Stanford and the University of California Statewide East
Asia Library System.
5) Other.
Selected suggestions by the respondents are incorporated in Section VI.
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IV. CURRENT PUBLISHING TRENDS
A. PRC
With the economic reform policies led by Deng Xiaoping since 1979, China has seen a
proliferation of publishing activity. This represents a greater freedom of expression, but
much of it has supported the government's socialist modernization drive: economic and
industry yearbooks, greater dissemination of research and development findings,
development of public policy, education, and training. Emphasis has been on fields in
science and technology, as well as business and economic information. Under this loosened
atmosphere in the 1980s, publication activity pushed forward rapidly, ahead of a practical
infrastructure (e.g., registration and book numbers, bibliographic control). Furthermore, the
government found that the same policies which encouraged greater openness to the outside
world also brought contrary ideas and influences. Consequently, the State Administration
of Press and Publications was established in 1987 to ensure a more orderly development.
To gain better control of publishing and management of bookstores and printers, the
government launched campaigns periodically, such as in 1987 and 1989. In spite of this, the
flow of and access to information in China continues to grow. It is currently estimated that
90,000 books, 7,000 magazines and journals, and 1,500 newspapers are published annually.
New technologies, such as the Huaguang laser editing and typesetting system, will facilitate
the timely dissemination of information, broaden its formats, and widen its range.
1) Books.
Since 1979 the volume of new titles being published in China has been rising steadily at a
rate of about 20,000 every five years. From about 20,000 titles in 1980, over 90,000 titles are
currently published each year. These include textbooks, scholarly works, translated titles,
reprints of classical texts, children's books, etc. About 50 percent cover fields in science and
technology and 25 percent are social science and humanities subjects. Whereas prior to the
early 1980s the one hundred publishers were all state enterprises, the five hundred
publishing houses today include many which are collectively owned; a number of private
publishers are emerging, especially in the provinces. It is believed that the Quanguo
Xinshumu (National Bibliography) covers only about half of what is actually published
nationwide.
Most of China's universities publish works by their faculty and researchers. The number of
books published varies, but some institutions publish up to one hundred titles each year.
(The Beijing University Press publishes a new title every other day.) A problem is that not
all the one thousand university presses are included in the Gaojiao Chubanshe Shumu
(Bibliography of Higher Education Presses), which announces new titles.
The regular publication of yearbooks is another indication of how the information
infrastructure supports China's socialist modernization efforts. Only six yearbooks were
published in 1980; by 1988, there were 160 different titles. The gathering and compilation
of data, systematic analysis of issues, and evaluation of trends—and the dissemination of such
information—support China's national development. They are also indispensable for the
study of contemporary affairs by researchers and scholars internationally. Yearbooks may
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be divided into three broad categories: comprehensive (national), local (provincial, Special
Economic Zone, county), and specialized. Specialized yearbooks include statistics; natural
science, technology, and industry; health sciences; education and culture; humanities and
social sciences (archaeology, history, economics, etc.); and law. More than 750 yearbooks
are currently published.
A modern version of compiling local gazetteers (fangzhi) has emerged for various localities,
though these tend to be printed in small volume and some are still restricted for internal
{neibu) circulation. These local gazetteers provide invaluable information for scholars of
geography, sociology, economics, anthropology, history, etc.
2) Periodicals.
In a more relaxed environment, the number of officially registered periodicals doubled from
about 2,200 titles in 1980 to 4,700 in 1985, and increased to nearly 6,500 titles by 1989.
There are currently about 7,000 known titles, of which some 1,000 titles are issued by
universities. As with monographs, 50 percent are in science and technology. Economics
and business titles are also very strong. In line with the openness in social and cultural life
from the 1980s, there has been an increase of popular magazines for specialized readerships,
including film, sports, martial arts, stories, and women's and children's magazines.
Circulation of magazines and journals reached a high of 2.6 billion copies each year during
1987 and 1988. Both the number of titles and copies printed dropped in 1989 and 1990, due
to greater control imposed by the government.
3) Newspapers.
The Chinese public has looked to newspapers as important sources of practical information,
much beyond the "positive propaganda" and government policy that was the emphasis of
newspapers previously. The numbers, types, and distribution of newspapers that has grown
in the last decade reflect this practical orientation. The post office, which used to be the
key means of distribution, reported that it sent out 734 titles in 1984. The number increased
to about 1,500 in 1987. Of these, about 10 percent were issued by central government
agencies, 20 percent by provincial or municipal government authorities; and 15 percent were
collectively owned. After 1987 the number of registered newspapers dropped dramatically,
and continued dropping to about 775 in 1990, a reflection oi stricter government control.
It is estimated that there are currently 1,500 newspapers being published. This is probably
a low estimation. Nearly all counties have their own dailies or weeklies, and there are more
than 2,000 counties in China.
Most of the collectively owned newspapers cover specialized areas, especially economic
affairs, and scientific and technological fields. In the mid-1980s, the Beijing Journalism
Institute conducted a limited poll of over eight hundred people (one half were farmers or
workers, and one third were from banking and finance) and found that 50 percent expressed
a high interest in economic news and policies that affected their livelihood.
4) Some major projects.
After the Cultural Revolution, efforts to collate and publish ancient texts were redoubled.
A Planning Group for Collation and Publication of Ancient Books was appointed by the
State Council with a senior Communist member and bibliophile (Li Yimeng) as its first
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chair. Later the Office of the Studying of Ancient Books was also formed by the National
Education Commission. Between these two groups, many major projects have been
launched, e.g., the compilation of Comprehensive Collections of Song Essays, Song Poems,
Ming Essays and Ming Poems, and collections of rare fiction and drama. Unfortunately,
coordination is somewhat lacking. The publication of two huge facsimile editions of rare
Chinese fiction with a large percentage of duplicate titles is the most glaring example.
Libraries with more resources can afford both expensive sets while others may be able to
acquire only one.
Other major publication projects include rubbings of stone inscriptions, Dunhuang
manuscripts, Buddhist and Daoist scriptures, and traditional arts. Most of these involve
painstaking scholarly editorial work. The most ambitious project, still in its preparatory
stage, is a comprehensive compilation of classical texts not included in the imperial Siku
Quanshu.
At the same time, there is also fervent activity in reproducing pre-1949 archival materials,
newspapers, and periodicals. The First and Second Archives are making available for the
first time many archival materials from the Ming, Qing, and Nationalist governments either
in microform or paper. Since 1985 the China National Microfilming Center for Library
Resources in Beijing has been coordinating microfilming projects of rare books and pre-1949
newspapers and periodicals. Just last August it published a list of 1,487 newspapers which
were published between 1861 and October 1949. All the newspapers can be purchased on
film.
5) Government policies and control.
The State Administration of Press and Publications was established in 1987; prior to that,
all publishing was tightly controlled by Party committees and government agencies which
had internal "guidance." Publishing activity mushroomed in the 1980s, and many publishing
houses had greater control over contents and distribution. The government saw a need for
orderly development through regulation as well as censorship. In 1987 a screening program
was carried out for periodicals to reduce too many "political and literary" titles; a few were
deemed to have incorrect editorial policies and low-taste contents.
In 1989, as the government became concerned about the degree of "bourgeois liberalization,"
an "all-round cleansing, rectification and retrenchment campaign" was launched. Some of
this was pragmatic, such as price increases on newspapers, reduction of state subsidies to
publishers, and granting permission for newspapers and magazines to branch into other
services (consulting, training courses, etc.) to increase their economic self-sufficiency. At the
same time, the "cleansing" sought to get rid of pornography and other publications which the
government felt were ruining people's values. The five hundred publishing houses and
1,600 newspapers were targeted for a 10 percent reduction. Although regulations are still
in effect, they are difficult to enforce, particularly in the publication of magazines. That the
volume of publications of all formats has rebounded in the early 1990s indicates that strict
government controls may not be enforceable, and may not be desirable, given the focus on
the development of China's socialist market economy.
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6) Distribution and cost.
China does not yet have modernized distribution networks for its publishing industries.
Therefore it is still difficult to ascertain all that is being published. The Quanguo xinshumu
and Gaojiao chubanshe shumu have been mentioned above. There has been some progress
in gaining bibliographic control. The Inter-Ministerial Book Information Coordination
Committee was established in 1989 to develop policies on book information, coordinate
distribution, develop computer networks and data banks for a national book information
system, and organize cataloging. It has also established committees in several provinces and
among specialized fields to exchange book information. Although the National Library of
China serves as a national book collecting center, it does not function as a copyright office
(like the Library of Congress), and so it does not have a record of all new publications.
Instead all publishers are required to send a copy of their publications to the less prestigious
Editions Library which is responsible for the compilation of the Quanguo Xinshumu. Not all
publishers comply.
Two major national bibliographies, both issued biweekly, are sent out globally: Sheke
xinshumu and Keji xinshumu, for social sciences titles and science and technology titles
respectively. These may be considered as prepublication announcements. Due to economic
limitations, many publishing houses will print copies based on the number of orders received
and not infrequently the publication of some titles is postponed or canceled when there is
insufficient ordering. There is about six months lead-time to the time of printing.
Especially in the case of scholarly works which may have a printing of less than 1,000 copies,
it is often very difficult to acquire titles at a later time. Furthermore, the two booklists may
only cover 30 to 40 percent of the total publications output; even when added to coverage
in Quanguo Xinshumu, a large number of titles is still missed. Major cities and provinces
also produce booklists, but many of these are issued irregularly.
Xinhua Shudian (New China Bookstore), a government-owned enterprise, has been the most
important distributor of Chinese publications. Since the 1950s, the Xinhua operations grew
to more than 100,000 bookstores and distribution outlets spread throughout China. The
number of Xinhua bookstores began to decline from 1990 as part of economically-based
consolidation efforts and in part due to greater competition from collectively-owned and
other bookstores. Regional and provincial distributors have also appeared recently. Three
main enterprises handle exports: China International Book Trading Corporation (Guoji
Shudian), China National Publications Import & Export Corporation, and China National
Publishing Industry Trading Corporation.
China's books and documents intended for internal circulation continue to be difficult to
obtain outside of China. Of these, some are classified while others may be considered "grey
literature." Hong Kong distributors help in obtaining such books, reports, and newspapers.
The cost of books published in China has increased, in part due to pressures on enterprises
to be responsible for their profits and losses under economic restructuring. The average
cost per book has risen to $4, while in general the quality of paper and binding remains
poor. Together with shipping costs and custom binding, the cost is $7-$ 10 per volume. On
the other hand, most of the facsimile and reprint editions are very expensive. For example,
the twenty-volume collection of land documents from Huizhou costs about $200 per volume.
The collection of dramatic texts from the Prince Zhe Household is available only to those
who can afford the price of $77,000.
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B. Taiwan
1) Statistics
The latest available figure is for 1992 as published in the 1993 Taiwan Publishing Annual
The total is 10,590 titles, which include 1,010 in natural sciences, 1,400 in applied sciences,
1,120 in children's literature, 466 study guides, and 137 recreational literature. Most research
libraries in North America will be interested only in the 6,000 titles in the humanities and
social sciences.
In 1992, 4,278 serials were published. Again, a significant portion may not be of interest to
North American libraries (e.g., 226 in engineering, 233 in medicine and public health, 60 in
sciences, 63 in sports, 72 in tourism and 44 in children's literature).
Ironically, while the number of publications has been increasing in recent years, the number
of titles published in such areas as history and linguistics/philology/language has decreased.
This is an indication that the majority of increase in publications comes from less scholarly
areas.
2) Taiwan studies.
There have been more titles about Taiwan in recent years, and there will be more in the
coming years. A Taiwan Institute has been established in Academia Sinica, and a Taiwan
History Institute set up at the National Taiwan University. Just about every county and many
cities have culture centers which collect materials on Taiwan.
In the latest issue of the Taiwan Publishing Annual, 521 new monographic titles are listed
under the headings of Economy, Finance, Politics and Law. Exactly 100 titles are about
Taiwan, and 12 additional titles deal with the relations between Taiwan and the PRC. Thus,
almost 20 percent of all new titles in these four categories are about Taiwan. The majority
are about contemporary Taiwan, but there are also many about various cultural and
historical aspects.
Taiwan studies has become a field in itself, although on a smaller scale than China studies.
As the politics of the country becomes more liberal, there will predictably be more written
about Taiwan.
3) Political liberalization.
The process began about a decade ago, but the pace has intensified in recent years. Of the
events that had a direct bearing on publishing was the repeal of martial law on 7 July 1987.
With no political taboos for authors and publishers to worry about, they have been writing
and publishing articles and books on topics that were restricted in the past, particularly
topics on modern and contemporary China and Taiwan. With the exception of high
government officials, people can now visit China quite freely. Cultural and academic
cooperation is even encouraged.
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4) Cooperation with PRC publishers.
Previously, many PRC publications were pirated in Taiwan, often with slightly changed titles
and authors. It has been a minor irritation for librarians (and readers) to identify the real
authors, etc.
With direct contact between the publishers on the two sides of the Strait of Taiwan,
copyright law is now enforced. In 1991 and 1992, about 2,000 titles from both sides were
published with copyright registrations in both jurisdictions.
There are joint publishing ventures to take advantage of Taiwan's economy and other
conveniences. An example is the very expensive Dunhuang Tripitaka. Even the publishing
subsidiary of the People's Daily has a Taiwan partner in the publishing of a history of
Chinese culture.
Most PRC publications use simplified characters. Some Taiwan publishers now publish
authorized editions using the standard characters for distribution in Taiwan and overseas.
Occasionally, the Taiwan editions appear before the PRC editions (because of the greater
efficiency of the Taiwan publishers).
There are also direct contacts between PRC authors and Taiwan publishers. Articles by PRC
authors are now a regular feature in some Taiwan serials, and some monographs are
published only in Taiwan.
5) Databases.
The database may well be the most important aspect of publishing coming from Taiwan. At
present, the majority of the Chinese-language databases available to researchers are from
Taiwan. (A few are from the PRC and Hong Kong; still fewer are from Europe.)
The importance of databases cannot be overemphasized. They not only facilitate research
but are changing the nature of research to some extent. This is one area where Taiwan may
be making an enduring contribution.
C. Hong Kong
Owing to the smaller number of publications from Hong Kong and keen competition among
vendors, it is relatively easy for libraries to monitor and collect what is published in Hong
Kong.
The leading academic publisher is the Chinese University Press. It publishes in Chinese and
English. The Joint Publishing Company (HK) is perhaps the most important commercial
publisher; it is also the official sole agent of PRC publications. It is now independent of its
parent company in Beijing, as are the former branch offices of the Commercial Press and
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Chung Hwa Book Company. These three publishers and twenty-four others belong to the
Sino United Publishing (Holdings) Inc. The five major publishers of the group jointly
produce one third of the total output of Chinese books published in Hong Kong. In early
1993 the group set up an electronic publishing company to produce and market a line of
CD-ROM and CD-I (compact disk-interactive) titles.
In the recent past, some Hong Kong vendors were the main source of unauthorized
photocopies of out-of-print or restricted PRC publications for North American libraries.
Now fewer such titles are offered, because (1) many libraries can barely cope with current
publications and are less interested in out-of-print titles, (2) many former neibu titles have
had their restriction lifted, and (3) some vendors are concerned with the copyright laws.
A number of periodicals published in Hong Kong are important sources for contemporary
China studies, such as Ming Pao Monthly, The Nineties, and Cheng Ming.
V. IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
Soon after character codes capable of accommodating the vast numbers of Chinese
characters were developed, large-scale projects to develop Chinese electronic full-text
databases began. While it took a while for the early projects to reach fruition during the
1980s, by the early 1990s we began to see an explosion of publishing activity in this area,
both commercial and volunteer (on the Internet).
In Taiwan, a number of well-organized, high-quality projects have been undertaken by
Academia Sinica, including the well-known 25-dynastic history database (more than fifty
million characters) published on CD-ROM, texts of the Classics and commentaries on them,
and a large number of other well-known and important texts and reference works for
sinological studies. Furthermore, virtually all of the universities in Taiwan, along with
research institutes, companies, and other organizations, have set up gopher and/or
World-Wide Web servers with electronic Chinese texts and resources on them. Libraries
also have on-line OPACs running on systems familiar to North American librarians and
scholars which are accessible over the Internet. In Hong Kong similar trends are also
visible.
Unfortunately the same cannot be said about China, although progress is definitely being
made there as well and we can look forward to further improvements in access over time.
A recent press release from Australian National University has announced that ANU will
make indexes of Chinese periodical literature developed at the National Library of China
available over the Internet, along with associated document delivery services.
In the US the Independent Federation of Chinese Students and Scholars (IFCSS) has
established a number of electronic bulletin boards, news digests, and servers (ftp, gopher
and WWW) with a large volume of electronic texts in addition to software and other
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materials. This effort represents volunteer work and not all is of high quality. However,
the enormous size of the archives being created is itself of interest. The materials being
contributed include everything from trashy novels to serious poetry, from reportage to
carefully input classical texts. Yuan Jiang, one of the IFCSS founders and systems
administrators, has expressed interest in working with people in Chinese studies to organize
and evaluate the materials contributed to this archive so that it becomes an even better
resource. This would be an interesting project to undertake as a demonstration of the kind
of work librarians could and should be tackling in the new age of the Virtual Electronic
Library. Also, Mr. Jiang is interested in seeing census and other statistical data, directories
and other sorts of information useful for Chinese studies made available through the IFCSS
server. Here again, there might be room for librarians to cooperate with IFCSS in their
work.
Buddhists and scholars of Buddhism constitute another important group involved in
inputting Chinese language materials. In 1993 a new group was formed as the Electronic
Buddhist Text Initiative (EBTI), including twenty-five Buddhist text input projects located
in various countries. This group, chaired by Professor Lewis Lancaster of UC-Berkeley and
coordinated by Urs App of Hanazono University in Japan, aims to promote cooperation and
coordination among various projects so that the resulting products are of the highest quality.
Most recently the group has been holding meetings to train inputters in mark-up language
(SGML) so that the texts which are produced can be read independently of any proprietary
software. One meeting was held in Hong Kong and others are scheduled for Korea and
Taiwan in the next year. This group issues a publication, The Electronic Bodhidharma,
which provides information about various projects and gives practical information useful to
anyone interested in doing this kind of work. Hanazono University, home of the
Coordinator of EBTI, Urs App, is issuing a concordance series in printed and electronic
format based on the input projects undertaken there. A number of American university
libraries are receiving the electronic and printed versions of the Hanazono texts and
concordances.
In addition to gopher and World-Wide Web servers in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and at IFCSS
mentioned above, servers have been established at a number of other places which have
material of interest in Chinese studies, most importantly: Australian National University,
University of Heidelberg (Germany), Chinese University of Hong Kong, National University
of Singapore, University of Washington, and other places. A large number of electronic
bulletin boards related to Chinese studies exists. Current listings are maintained as part
of the Asian Studies Inforservers pages in the World-Wide Web Virtual Library at CERN.
While it may already seem that a tremendous amount of information in Chinese or related
to Chinese studies is being made available electronically, we are only seeing the beginning
of it. Therefore it is absolutely essential that the staff of our Chinese collections become
thoroughly adept at utilizing Chinese on computers and at accessing Chinese materials
remotely on the Internet or locally on CD-ROMs and other media. At many universities
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the teaching faculty are already more familiar with doing this than are the librarians so that
it should be possible for librarians to find willing tutors close at hand, provided the needed
equipment is acquired for the library. Because of the size of the files and the need to
manipulate large files of fonts high-end computers are required. During this difficult budget
situation at most research libraries, it is not easy for Chinese studies librarians to obtain
such equipment. However, given the vigorous publication rates for electronic publications,
it is essential that librarians acquire the tools needed to access this material.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Insufficient funding aside, the first-tier Chinese collections in the United States and Canada
are currently in pretty good shape. Most regard themselves as self-reliant in meeting their
prescribed needs. Yet insufficient funding will eventually erode one's strength, and,
moreover, the environment is changing so rapidly that one simply cannot continue one's
business as usual.
To maintain and improve our services to those interested in Chinese studies, we have to be
able to meet the following challenges:
1) new disciplines and subject fields.
Based on the survey returns, we know that substantial interest is now placed on
contemporary China, mainly economic development but also changes in society.
Contemporary literature receives increasing attention. Given the growing importance of the
Pacific Rim Region, we can expect more inquiries about the region as a whole rather than
focusing on a single country. (This trend will already be very pronounced if we have
included the second-tier and newer collections in our survey.) Meanwhile some subjects
also gain popularity: women's studies, and popular religion and culture, etc.
2) publication explosion.
Not very long ago, after the gradual revival of the Chinese publishing industry in the
mid-1970s, some larger libraries were able to collect almost comprehensively all the titles
available in the market in their chosen areas of interest. Now so many new titles are
published each year that no single library can collect comprehensively except on a narrow
range of subjects. The sudden availability of a large amount of pre-1949 materials is good
news but few can take full advantage of it.
3) technological innovation.
Generally speaking, Chinese
technological advances of the
OCLC, sharing our cataloging
MARC records. Few Chinese

studies librarians have not utilized fully the incredible
last few years. Our main involvement is with RLIN and
chores and information of the portion of our holdings with
collections have access to databases.
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4) sharing of resources.
No library can collect everything or serve every need. It is important for the libraries to
cooperate in acquisitions to ensure the availability in North America of as many relevant
titles as possible. The larger collections need further strengthening to become true national
resource centers. Unnecessary duplicate efforts should be avoided to maximize our limited
resources.
The Task Force makes the following recommendations:
A. Information gathering and dissemination.
1) To increase the number of Chinese records in OCLC and RLIN to reflect better the
holdings of libraries. Timely cataloging and retrospective conversion should be priorities.
Downloading of MARC records from PRC and ROC can also be considered.
2) To encourage field acquisitions trips by Chinese studies librarians. Personal networks are
often the only way to procure noncommercial and out-of-print materials, especially from
PRC. A national fund, like research fellowships, should be established to cover, at least
partially, the expenses of such trips.
3) To create an electronic bulletin board to report decision of major purchases, the
acquisition of difficult-to-get materials, field acquisitions trips, etc. Price gouging and other
fraudulent practices of publishers and vendors should also be publicized. (The trend of
publishing "limited editions" of fewer than twenty copies should be discouraged if not
boycotted outright.)
4) To compile important and manageable union lists, such as those of newspapers,
yearbooks, and local gazetteers. At present, neither OCLC nor RLIN provides sufficient
serial holdings information, and a hierarchical structure is essential for a gazetteer catalog.
B. Cooperative acquisitions.
5) The Library of Congress to continue collecting as comprehensively as possible science and
technology titles in Chinese. No other major research library appears to have interest in this
area. We need a national center of last resort. Similarly, we would recommend the
National Library of Medicine and the National Agricultural Library to increase their
coverage of Chinese titles.
6) Based on A Guide to the Core Journals of China, published by Peking University Press in
1992, a survey of essential journals of selected subject areas should be conducted. Efforts
can then be made to ensure that these titles are acquired by at least one library. (We may
not agree completely with the choices of the Guide, but it is a good start.)
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7) Certain kinds of materials should be accessible to the American and Canadian scholarly
community, but not all libraries have the resources to collect them.
Centers can be
designated to collect popular magazines, publications in languages of the ethnic minorities,
"grey literature," etc. Funding from foundations is prerequisite.
8) A standing committee similar to the National Coordinating Committee on Japanese
Library Resources should be formed to assist the purchase of expensive, noncore titles.
Coordination will also improve the coverage of regional publications, especially newspapers.
Again, funding is essential.
9) To enlarge the scope of collecting to include database, audio and visual materials, and
ephemeral materials. At this time not all libraries will have the resources to do so, but
some should. The location of these special resources should be properly promulgated.
C. Resources sharing.
10) Chinese studies librarians to keep abreast of current technological developments and
to be involved in deliberation of future ILL systems (including document delivery),
preservation projects, etc.
11) To revitalize the Center for Research Libraries as a key supplier of expensive noncore
titles.
12) ILL can serve only one person at a time; often libraries would like to have their own
copies. Until we have a national electronic database which can provide copies on demand,
the Center for Chinese Research Materials (CCRM) remains an important source of
hard-to-obtain materials. Libraries which acquire such materials are encouraged to make
them available to CCRM for reproduction and distribution.
D. Mechanism.
13) To establish a committee or office, under the auspices of ARL or a similar organization,
to procure funding and to provide logistic support towards the formation of a National
Coordinating Committee like the one mentioned in item 8 above.
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